2949 TUMBRIL RANGER

RENEGADE SPIRIT
Whether you ride with a club or you’re a lone
wolf, a tour master, speed demon, or frontier
paladin, you share the unyielding spirit of
the Ranger. Wherever and whenever
you ride Tumbril, you’re family.
A true Renegade.

“
TUMBRIL RANGER CV

TRAIL BLAZER
VERNON GHORBANI

Now I know a nomadic
lifestyle isn’t what most
folk would consider easy,
but the Ranger sure as hell
makes it as comfortable
and convenient as possible.
For those of us that find
urban life suffocating, the
Ranger is more than a bike.
It’s a sanctuary. A means of
providing a living. A home.

”

The open road calls and
the Ranger CV answers with
its auxiliary fuel tank for longer
rides and a pannier tailor-made to
the cargo needs of nomads and
planetside couriers alike.

ENDURANCE
AUXILIARY
FUEL TANK

CAPACITY
1.2 SCU
PANNIER

TUMBRIL RANGER RC

THRILL CHASER
‘SHIFTY’ VANZE

“

I’ve raced my fair share of hoverbikes
and I guess they have their charms, but
the last thing I need in the heat of a lead
lap is for the grav-lev to dig in and spin
me out with no idea which way is up. I
can drop the hammer on my Ranger and
never think twice about losing my lead.

”

VELOCITY
ADVANCED
PROPULSION

Harness blistering speed with
an aerodynamic nose, uprated
propulsion, and fade-reducing
brake cooling.

POWER
RACE-FOCUSED
SPEC

TUMBRIL RANGER TR

PEACE MAKER
RENTON HOLLINGER

“

In thirty years of service with the Advocacy, I saw a
lot of crazy stuff, but it all pales in comparison to the
lawless brutality of the frontier. Luckily, my Tumbril
Ranger packs a potent combination of speed and
firepower. It’s the perfect patrol vehicle, it keeps the
local outlaws on the skip, and it’s gotten me out of
more than a few potentially-deadly jams.

”

FIRE
POWER
DUAL S1
WEAPON
MOUNTS

Be ready for whatever the road
throws at you. The Ranger comes
equipped with dual front-mounted
hardpoints that support one Size 1
weapon each.

FEEL THE ROAD
The Ranger lets you answer adventure’s call while
staying thoroughly grounded. Experience unrivaled
coupling of rider to bike and bike to land.

CONTROL CONSOLE
Incorporating Tumbril’s patented adaptive
X-TEC tires, the control suite not only puts
every onboard system at your fingertips, it
automatically adjusts tread, suspension, and
resistance based on the environment.

ASSISTED BALANCE SYSTEM
Integrated self-balancing technology keeps you
in the optimal lateral position for traction when
turning. Lean into every turn and take total
control without fear.

PRECISION STEERING & BRAKING
Reactive Response steering and a time-tested
fade-reducing brake system works in concert
with proprietary haptic suspension to keep you
in command at blazing speeds.

FORM & FUNCTION
Designed for both speed and protection, the
innovative nose has been fine-tuned to fit the
needs of the specific model – whether it’s
cutting the wind or repelling bullets, debris,
and other projectiles.

RENEGADE STYLE
The indomitable spirit of freedom. It runs through your veins. You feel it
in the heat of an intense battle as bullets whistle past, bolstering your
courage. You feel it during the final lap of an epic race as the competition is
closing the gap, steeling your focus. You feel it as you crest a ridge with the
wind at your back and civilization in the rear-view, calling you to adventure.
Celebrate the spirit of Tumbril and show the world you’re a true Renegade
with authentic, road-tested gear. With options specifically designed for
utility, competition, and rough stuff, Renegade gear is the real thing,
straight up – functional, fashionable, formidable.

The models featured in this publication are approved for use in the UEE. Some items of equipment
are available as extra-cost options only. Specifications correct at date of publish. For information
on standard and optional equipment, please consult your local Dealer. Specifications, features and
appearance are subject to revision during development.

SAFETY INFORMATION
Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing. Tumbril encourage you to ride safely
and respect fellow riders and the environment. Images show professional riders performing under
controlled conditions.
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